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Global trends towards fragmentation and concentration

I Domestic and global markets have become less competitive

I increasing market concentration (Van Reenen 2018, Ganapati 2021)

I less merger control (Shapiro 2019); more protectionism (Fajgelbaum
et al. 2020)

I Production has become fragmented and scattered across countries

I trade of intermediate goods takes up more than half of global trade

I 95% of trade done in firm-to-firm transactions (inc. consumer goods)

I Yet, trade is mostly analyzed within a firm-to-consumer framework

I unlike firms, consumers do not compete in any markets

I unlike firms, consumers rarely can negotiate prices with sellers
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Research questions

I How does competition affect firms’ interactions in supply chains?

I How do value chains propagate shocks to seller competition to final
consumers?
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Empirical and theoretical challenges

Empirical

I Supply chains (firm-to-firm transactions) are rare to observe

I firm-level trade data is aggregated either at seller- or buyer- level

I Exogenous shocks to competition are hard to find:

I HHI, CR4, market shares, and number of firms can be endogenous

Theoretical

I Most trade models assume price-taking buyers or sellers

I consumers, unlike firms, are price-takers and do not compete
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This paper

I New data on firm-to-firm transactions of homogeneous goods:

I within-seller price dispersion across buyers 6= quality variation

I price variation with the level of competition 6= quality upgrading

I (exogenous) shocks to competition within market – political reasons

I New model of firm-to-firm trade with non-price-taking buyers:

I larger buyers get discounts via a credible replacement threat

I seller competition increases the buyer-size discounts

I ⇒ dispersion of measured firm productivities increases downstream

I ⇒ market concentration downstream increases in the LR
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Contributions to the Literature

I Gains from trade: quality, variety gains, mark-ups

heterogeneous effects on mark-ups in firm-to-firm trade

I Sources and consequences of growing mark-ups and concentration

shocks to competition upstream affect market structure downstream

I Distributional effects of trade

depends on matching of consumers to importing firms and market
structure changes
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Unique features of my data and context

I New transaction-level customs data from Russia, 2013 - 2015
I Importer’s id and name: 10% wholesalers, 90% retailers+producers

I Exporter’s name and address: 40% - wholesalers, 60% producers

I HS10 code, country of origin, producer, brand, (word) description

I Transacted product’s weight (kg) and value (rub/invoice currency)

I August 2014: Russia retaliated political sanctions with an embargo

I plausibly exogenous shock to competition

I Embargoed products are relatively homogeneous (agricultural)

I Embargoed countries were large exporters of embargoed products
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Half of embargoed imports were from embargoed countries

I Share of subsequently embargoed countries, 2013
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List of embargoed products
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2014 Embargo substantially reduced seller competition

(a) Number of countries/HS10 declined (b) Number of sellers/HS10 declined
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Large within-seller price dispersion in narrow categories

(c) Average COV across transactions is 10% (d) Average COV across buyers is 8%
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Larger importers and larger transactions are charged less
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Market-power mechanisms behind this price dispersion

I Price dispersion under oligopoly (left) and oligopsony (right)

I Larger importers – larger demand

I Oligopoly: larger demand = higher willingness to pay ⇒ higher price

I Oligopsony: larger demand = higher average costs ⇒ higher price

I ⇒ Both imply a positive buyer-size – price relationship
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Market-power mechanisms behind this price dispersion

I Allow buyers to affect prices (via replacement threat) under oligopoly

I ⇒ Makes buyer-size – price relationship negative, in line with data
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The effect of competition on price dispersion
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Conclusions

I Prices vary across buyers even in homogeneous goods markets

I are not entirely driven by cost variation

I There is a negative price - buyer size relationship
I cannot be explained by oligopsony or standard oligopoly

I Seller competition ⇒ larger discounts to larger buyers
I cannot be explained by oligopsony or cost-based considerations

I increases the advantage of larger firms downstream

⇒ The effect on consumers is ambiguous:

I ↑ market concentration downstream ⇒ ↑ mark-ups

I ↓ input prices (wholesale prices)

⇒ Heterogeneous effects across consumers:

I depends on where they are shopping: small vs. large retailers

I depends on where they live: small/poor vs. large/rich regions
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